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Punctuation match
Each sentence in the speech bubbles is missing an item of punctuation. Can you match the sentence to  
the correct punctuation? Draw a line from each bubble to connect the pairs and rewrite the sentence  
on rough paper.
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Dont do that! !

The weather is 
fine today ?

We need bread milk and 
tea from the shop. ,

Ouch .

’What is your name
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Word search
Find the different types of words in the word search below. Highlight the nouns in pink, the verbs in green 
and the adjectives in yellow. There are 12 words to find in total.
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J U M P T H R S

B Q S A A E D E

J A G H B A I E

F T L M L V O G

W B E L E Y Z P

S H I N Y K L U

T R E E T P O S

C P R E T T Y H

R E D C V U Z L

B O Y R P L A Y
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Correct Jack’s homework 
Jack’s homework is to write a letter to his favourite author. Can you find the punctuation errors in Jack’s 
homework before he submits it? Correct the errors. There are 12 errors to find in total.

dear  J.K.  rowling

my  favourite  book  is  ‘Harry  Potter  and  the  Chamber  of  Secrets’.  It  is  

exciting  scary  and  fun  to  read

If  i  had  to  choose  one  book  to  take  to  a  desert  island  this  would  be  

the  one.  I  can  read  it  hundreds  of  times  and  never  get  bored!

Ellie  who  is  my  little  sister  is  too  young  to  read  your  books.  I  cant  wait  

until  she  can  read  them  My  big  sisters  favourite  ‘Harry-Potter’  book  is  the  

last  one.  I  told  her  I  was  writing  to  you  and  she  said  “Wow!  That  is  

amazing  –  tell  her  to  please  write  more  books!

Which  book  did  you  have  the  most  fun  writing

Please  write  more  Stories  about  Harry  Potter  and  His  adventures  soon!

Best  wishes

jack
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Word shopping
Sarah and her mum have gone shopping for some new words. Sort the words they encounter into the 
correct categories by writing them in the trolleys below.

Once you have organised the words, look at the trolley of nouns. Highlight the compound words in yellow, 
the plural nouns in pink and the proper nouns in green.

Sarah supermarket cheap drove delicious
paying helpfully rushing cereals hungrily 
aisles pushed Sainsbury’s busy fetch
gather toothpaste expensive popcorn healthy
cheaply baskets follow quickly household
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NOUNS

VERBS

ADJECTIVES

ADVERBS
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Punctuation match
Don’t do that!

What is your name?

The weather is fine today.

We need bread, milk and tea from the shop.

Ouch!

Word search
Nouns: table, boy, ball, tree

Verbs: jump, see, play, push

Adjectives: heavy, shiny, red, pretty

Correct Jack’s homework
Dear J.K. Rowling, 

My favourite book is ‘Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets’. It is exciting, scary and fun to read. 

If I had to choose one book to take to a desert island, this would be the one. I can read it hundreds of times 
and never get bored! 

Ellie, who is my little sister, is too young to read your books. I can’t wait until she can read them! My big 
sister’s favourite ‘Harry Potter’ book is the last one. I told her I was writing to you and she said, “Wow! 
That is amazing – tell her to please write more books!”

Which book did you have the most fun writing? 

Please write more stories about Harry Potter and his adventures soon! 

Best wishes, 

Jack 

Word shopping 
Nouns: Sarah (proper noun), Sainsbury’s (proper noun), cereals (plural), baskets (plural), aisles (plural), 
popcorn (compound word), supermarket (compound word), household (compound word), toothpaste 
(compound word)

Verbs: pushed, gather, paying, rushing, fetch, follow, drove

Adjectives: delicious, expensive, healthy, busy, cheap

Adverbs: hungrily, quickly, cheaply, helpfully
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